Aggressive design goals have been set for future aero-propulsion systems with regards to fuel economy, noise, and emissions. To meet these challenging goals, advanced propulsion concepts are being explored and current operating margins are being re-evaluated to find additional concessions that can be made. One advanced propulsion concept being evaluated is a geared turbofan with a variable area fan nozzle (VAFN), developed by NASA. This engine features a small core, a fan driven by the low pressure turbine through a reduction gearbox, and a shape memory alloy (SMA) actuated VAFN. The VAFN is designed to allow both a small exit area for efficient operation at cruise, while being able to open wider at high power conditions to reduce backpressure on the fan and ensure a safe level of stall margin is maintained. The VAFN is actuated via a SMA-based system instead of a conventional system to decrease overall weight of the system, however, SMA-based actuators respond relatively slowly, which introduces dynamic issues that are investigated in this work. This paper describes both a control system designed specifically for issues associated with SMAs, and dynamic analysis of the geared turbofan VAFN with the SMA actuators. Also, some future recommendations are provided for this type of propulsion system.
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I. Introduction
HE National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is investing in the future of commercial air travel by focusing on advanced aircraft concepts. These future concepts are expected to enter into service in the 2030-2035 time frame and are known as N+3 technologies; these being concepts and technologies targeted for third generation aircraft beyond the current generation. The N+3 strategy contains aggressive performance and environmental metrics including a 71 dB reduction in noise, 75% reduction in nitrogen oxides (NOx) emitted during landing and takeoff, and 70% reduction in aircraft fuel burn relative to the state of the art reference aircraft (Boeing 737-800 aircraft with CFM56-7B engine). 1, 2 There are a variety of proposed future propulsion concepts belonging to various classes. One such class is a parallel hybrid-electric, which includes the Boeing-General Electric (GE) "Sugar Volt" engine that features a conventional turbofan with an integrated motor connected to the low pressure shaft. 3 Another class is a distributed hybrid-electric, such as the NASA N3-X that features distributed motor-driven fan propulsors integrated within a hybrid wing body airframe. 4 Yet another class is turbo-electric, such as the STARC-ABL that features a tail-cone mounted electric ducted fan for boundary layer ingestion, driven by power takeoff from two conventional underwing turbofans. 5 Finally, there are advanced, non-hybrid gas turbine propulsion systems. These systems may include ultra-high engine bypass ratios, reduction gearbox-driven fans, or additional effectors such as a variable area bypass duct nozzle, referred to in this paper as a variable area fan nozzle (VAFN). 6 The propulsion system investigated in this work is a geared turbofan with a VAFN. 2 The VAFN is an effector that allows the exit area of the nozzle at the end of the engine bypass duct to be adjusted for improved performance. The VAFN design is being investigated for its ability to reduce noise and fuel burn. 7, 8 Current commercial turbofan aircraft engines are designed and optimized at the design point, typically cruise, and simulated and analyzed at other critical points in the mission profile, such as takeoff and climb, to ensure the design meets the design constraints (steady-state) throughout the profile. In a traditional engine configuration, the fan nozzle area is fixed and must provide satisfactory performance throughout the mission. It is noted that decreasing the area of the fan nozzle generally improves efficiency at cruise; however, the fan nozzle area that is optimal for cruise could cause the engine to surge at other flight conditions. 7 With a VAFN, the nozzle area can be adjusted between takeoff and cruise, allowing for improved performance at cruise while providing the additional surge margin at takeoff by allowing a larger nozzle area at other flight conditions. It has also been reported in Ref. 8 that the VAFN can reduce fuel burn by 2% at cruise and 10% during departure and approach while reducing cruise noise by 1.0 dB. A more detailed list of advantages associated with the VAFN can be found in Ref. 8 .
Traditionally, variable area nozzles have only been used for military and afterburning engines. This is because military aircraft often prioritize performance, and can afford the additional weight and complexity that typically comes with effectors like variable area nozzles. Further, in afterburning engines, the engine mass airflow is dramatically higher in wet versus dry operation, and very different nozzle areas are needed for proper matching for these different operating modes. 9 However, the weight and complexity associated with traditional electrical or hydraulic actuators that have been used with variable area nozzles 9 makes them difficult to justify for commercial aeropropulsion applications. Shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators have been proposed as an alternative due to their high power-toweight ratio and simplified solid-state actuation. 10 SMAs are made of an alloy that can change shapes based on temperature; this temperature dependent, shape-changing phenomenon is known as the shape-memory effect.
Reference 10 describes a prototype variable area nozzle consisting of eight overlapping leaves or petals that are controlled by four SMA wire actuators. These actuators are located away from the exhaust nozzle to avoid the extremely high temperatures. The SMA wires contract when heated, and these contracting forces are transmitted via wires, pulleys, and connecting rods to a sliding ring. Springs are used to apply pretension for the SMA elements and provide returning forces. The sliding ring is designed to move all of the nozzle area petals simultaneously, and it is the displacement of the sliding ring that is controlled to achieve the desired nozzle area. During open-loop testing, it was observed that it took the SMA actuator 9.8 s to reach full stroke (minimum area), achieved by heating the shape memory alloy. It also took 25 s for the SMA to return to its original position, via heat dissipation, which could be T improved by using forced convection. A nozzle area decrease of over 40% was observed, for nominal to full stroke actuator displacement. 10 In addition to the slower response times of SMA actuators, other challenges include a temperature dependent hysteresis and potential shape memory loss when exceeding temperature limits. 11 Note that instead of expanding the SMA by heating and contracting it by cooling, the SMA actuators can also be configured as arrays of elements that oppose each other to achieve similar actuation with approximately the same response times. 7 This paper discusses the preliminary dynamic analysis of the geared turbofan propulsion system with a variable area fan nozzle, focusing on analyzing the relationship between the dynamic response and operability (stability) margins. Section II contains details regarding the engine model. Background information about the dynamic systems analysis process is given in Section III. Details of the control system are found in Section IV followed by the dynamic analysis of the NASA geared turbofan in Section V. Section VI offers some concluding remarks.
II. NASA Geared Turbofan Variable Area Fan Nozzle Engine Model
The NASA geared turbofan (GTF) with a VAFN engine model was designed using the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) 12 , and is configured to work with MATLAB® via an S-function. 13 The NPSS S-function allows the actual NPSS engine model to be executed each time step, via Simulink, and provide the results back to Simulink. The GTF with VAFN model contains a fan component connected to the low pressure shaft via a gearbox designed to reduce the speed of the fan (Nf). The low pressure compressor (LPC) and turbine (LPT) are connected by the low pressure shaft. The high pressure compressor (HPC) and high pressure turbine (HPT) are connected via the high pressure shaft. The speeds of the low pressure and high pressure shafts are denoted Nl and Nh respectively. The fan, compressors, and turbines are modeled using performance maps that relate the pressure ratio, mass flow rate, corrected speed, and thermodynamic efficiency for each component. In this configuration, the bypass flow and core flow are split after the fan component. The bypass flow exits from the bypass nozzle, or VAFN, where the area is affected by the shape memory alloy actuator.
The nozzle area primarily impacts the operation of the components in its flow path. For example, changing the bypass nozzle area mainly impacts the fan operating line, or op-line. The op-line is the pressure ratio and corrected flow relationship that the engine will operate at in steady-state. Previous VAFN designs vary the bypass nozzle area based on flight condition (especially Mach number), where the area is larger at take-off and initial climb and is smaller at cruise. 7, 8 This method implies that the fan map operating lines are defined based on the flight condition, or that a fixed nozzle area is defined for a given flight condition. For example, the bypass nozzle area and fan op-line could be defined for take-off, climb, cruise, approach, and landing. The control system then would be designed to transition the SMA-based VAFN between these target design areas while the engine is transitioning between flight conditions. The NASA VAFN engine concept does not follow the same approach. The VAFN area is designed to allow the fan to operate on a constant op-line during steady-state operation. The compressor (and fan) maps used in this work are parameterized by corrected speed and r-line, which together, create uniquely defined coordinate systems on compressor maps. R-line is an arbitrarily chosen auxiliary parameter that may or may not correlate to a physical parameter (such as specific work).
14 An r-line of 2.0 is chosen as the desired op-line because the desired cruise point on the fan map exists at r-line = 2.0; this op-line is shown on the fan map in Figure 1 as the heavy solid blue line. Achieving this op-line requires the VAFN area to be a function of the power level, since, given a constant corrected speed, a unique bypass nozzle area can be chosen to force the fan to operate on a desired op-line. For this application, the corrected low pressure shaft speed (NlR, R indicating a corrected parameter 15 ) is chosen as the parameter by which the nozzle area is scheduled. This is because the speed parameter on the fan map (corrected fan speed (NfR)) is not directly measured. As an alternative to corrected fan speed, NlR can be used in its place for the nozzle schedule, because NlR is approximately equal to NfR times the gear ratio. The control schedule for the VAFN as a function of NlR is shown in Figure 2 ; this schedule is defined over a range of about 2500 to 6000 rpm, as this is the speed range from idle to full power. 
III. Dynamic Systems Analysis
Previous dynamic systems analysis (DSA) studies 16, 17 analyzed the relationship between the dynamic performance (acceleration response time) and operability margin (minimum HPC surge margin) for an idle to takeoff throttle transient at sea level static (SLS) conditions, defined as an altitude of 0 feet and Mach 0.0. These studies used transient simulation data to identify this relationship for particular engine designs. Given this performanceoperability relationship, recommendations were made regarding the steady-state design constraints. Note that these analyses focused on analysis of minimum HPC surge margin and acceleration response time because these variables show a negative correlation for most engines. This is in contrast to minimum LPC and fan surge margin and most other operability variables, which are not as strongly correlated to acceleration response time, and may instead be correlated to deceleration response time (an unconstrained variable).
The steady-state HPC surge margin constraint represents a safety margin between HPC surge and normal operating conditions; this constraint includes allowances for several off-nominal phenomena, including a variety of kinds of modeling uncertainty (known as the uncertainty stack) and transients (known as the transient stack). The items that factor into in the uncertainty stack include changes in engine performance as components degrade over an engine's lifespan, ambient condition uncertainties such as inlet distortion, engine-to-engine variation, as well as others. 18 The uncertainty stack is computed as a sum of the worst case surge margin debits that can be caused by all of the uncertainties accounted for. For the purposes of control design, this number is the minimum surge margin that the controller can allow in the closed-loop system during transients and still avoid surge in all uncertainty conditions. The steady-state surge margin constraint is the sum of the uncertainty stack surge margin value and the transient stack value. The transient stack represents the worst case surge margin debit that is expected to occur when transitioning from one flight condition or engine power state to another. Figure 3 shows a notional compressor map and its operating line (op-line), which is the steady-state trajectory that the compressor operating point follows on its map as it changes speed or power level (shown as a solid red line) when integrated into an engine system. During an acceleration transient, the HPC typically leaves the op-line, moves toward the surge line, and then settles back onto the op-line as the transient settles out (this transient trajectory is shown as the red dotted line in Figure 3 ). The green dashed line in the figure represents a unique line on the compressor map with a constant surge margin equal to the uncertainty stack value. This represents a line that the control logic must keep the compressor from crossing by limiting how fast transients are performed.
Because the location of the op-line on the compressor map (and thus the steady-state surge margin) is consequence of the engine system design process, the surge margin constraint (the sum of the transient and uncertainty stacks) is a value that is built into the engine during the design phase. Since engine designs that run the HPC closer to surge typically exhibit better fuel efficiency, it is advantageous to design an engine with an appropriately sized transient surge margin stack, but no bigger. This motivates the development of tools and methods to precisely quantify the necessary transient stack for a given engine design.
Note that, as the control logic is redesigned to execute acceleration transients more slowly, the resulting minimum HPC surge margins typically increase. This means that proper control design can reduce the necessary size of the 
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Op-line transient stack by slowing the rate of accelerations. However, also note that there are performance constraints that the closed-loop engine system must satisfy, most notably for maximum acceleration response time. The U.S. Federal Aviation Adminstration (FAA) Regulation, Part 33, Section 33.73, requires that engines must be able to spool up from less than 15% of their rated takeoff thrust to greater than 95% of their rated takeoff thrust in not over 5 seconds when tested at a static condition. 19 This is referred to later in this paper as the "5 second requirement." The appropriate size of the transient stack is quantified in the DSA process. This process involves designing a family of controllers that protect different minimum HPC surge margin design values, and simulates the engine with these controller designs to obtain the acceleration response time and minimum HPC surge margin. The trend in the response times and minimum surge margins obtained from the different controller designs highlights the possible tradeoffs between performance and reliability that are possible for a given engine design. Figure 4 shows three notional control design solutions for a given engine, each achieving a different tradeoff between response time and HPC surge margin. Observing the trend in the data, if a controller were designed that runs the engine fast enough so that the minimum HPC surge margin just meets the operability constraint (the uncertainty stack value, shown with a green dashed line), then that closed-loop system would use all of the available transient stack and would safely accelerate as fast as possible given the engine design. However, there is no clear benefit to accelerating an engine as fast as possible. On the other hand, if a controller was designed to just meet the performance requirement (response time, shown with a solid red line), then the closed-loop system would accelerate as fast as necessary, but no faster, and would use as little of the transient stack as possible. Observing the amount of the available transient stack surge margin used by this system during the transient will indicate exactly how much is needed. The recommendation of this DSA study would be to reduce the size of the steady-state HPC surge margin constraint such that it includes the uncertainty stack and the smallest necessary transient stack. Reducing this constraint as recommended can open up the engine cycle design space, because it will mean that some candidate engine designs that previously violated this constraint will no longer do so.
This kind of DSA study is especially attractive because it can be performed in a transient engine simulation environment, and so it can be incorporated early in the engine design phase. However, note that in order to more accurately estimate the optimal transient stack, it is important to incorporate uncertainty analysis into the DSA process. For instance, if the performance-operability trend is assessed as shown in Figure 4 by only running a single simulation with each controller design on the nominal engine model (which typically represents a mid-life engine), then the results will likely underestimate the necessary transient stack. This is because end-of-life engines, and even newer engines with specific combinations of component degradation will tend to run with less remaining HPC surge margin (with their HPCs operating closer to the surge line). Because of this, the DSA should be conducted, keeping in mind that the objective is to find the minimal size of the transient stack such that the engine never stalls under any possible combination of uncertainty conditions and when performing any possible transient.
IV. Control Design Process
In order to characterize and analyze the performance-operability relationship, a realistic dynamic closed-loop controller must be designed and integrated with the engine model. To aid in this process, the MATLAB/Simulinkbased Tool for Turbine Engine Closed Transient Analysis (TTECTrA) 20 is used in this work to automatically tune a controller to provide the appropriate dynamic response based on user defined constraints, such as controller bandwidth, transient response requirements, and stability margins. This work uses both the TTECTrA tool and the NPSS S-function together to facilitate building closed-loop control systems around an NPSS engine simulation. 21 The slow dynamic response of the SMA-based VAFN in this engine model poses additional challenges for the dynamic systems analysis process and control system design. Note that the majority of the thrust produced by a turbofan engine is attributed to the airflow through the bypass nozzle. Because the engine transient response is required to be within 5 s, while the SMA has a much slower actuation response, the controller may not be able to exactly achieve the commanded engine thrust until the slow VAFN transient settles out and reaches its scheduled set-point value (based on operating conditions). This complicates the engine control design because it was determined in the course of this work that the VAFN achieves less than half of its commanded displacement during the required 5 s response time. This means that the power management controller must compensate for the slow response of the VAFN to arrive at its scheduled position. Since thrust is not measurable in flight, a surrogate variable (also called control variable) that has an approximate linear relationship to thrust is used to indirectly control thrust. Often, either the rotor speed or engine pressure ratio is used as this surrogate variable. 22 Note that the bypass nozzle area will have a large impact on the relationship between thrust and its possible surrogate variables. This means that any control logic that computes the appropriate control variable set point given a thrust demand must take into account the bypass nozzle area in order for its set point values to correctly correspond to the desired thrust. In practice, this means another dimension for the set point control lookup table will be necessary. However, this additional complexity will not be incorporated in this preliminary study.
Given the advances in distributed engine control (additional computing power) 23 and model-based engine control (Kalman Filtering), 24, 25 it is possible that the N+3 control system architectures will also be able to estimate thrust more accurately. Thus, this work assumes that thrust can be estimated accurately in real time, and so the controller in this work is designed to directly control the engine's thrust. This assumption is made to simplify the control design, as regulating thrust directly removes the need for additional logic to compensate for off-schedule VAFN operation. It is considered acceptable to make this simplifying assumption, because the control designs created in this work are not made for their own sake, but for the sake of analyzing the engine's transient performance in a closed-loop system. This work uses a modified version of the original TTECTrA code. The controller architecture used in this version of TTECTrA is shown in Figure 5 . The control logic elements that are designed by TTECTrA are shown in blue. The first is the proportional-integral (PI) thrust controller with integral windup protection (IWP). This block produces a fuel flow command that drives the sensed or estimated engine thrust level to a given command.
The fuel flow command produced by the PI controller (Wf Demand) is limited by the acceleration (Accel) limiter block shown in Figure 5 to protect minimum HPC surge margin and maximum HPT inlet temperature (T40) during accelerations. Further, the deceleration (Decel) limiter block limits fuel flow to protect minimum LPC surge margin and the minimum fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) during decelerations. The Accel limiter produces a maximum fuel flow which limits the maximum ratio of fuel flow (Wf) to combustor static pressure (Ps3), or Wf/Ps3. The maximum value of Wf/Ps3 is based on the current Wf commanded to the fuel flow actuator. The Decel limiter is based on a fixed minimum Wf/Ps3 value. The Wf/Ps3-based Accel limiter replaces the core acceleration-based limiter in the original version of TTECTrA. This new Accel limiter is simpler to integrate and tune automatically since it does not contain an internal PI regulator. The PI regulator and its Integrator Wind-up Protection (IWP) logic gains all require tuning, which increases the complexity of automatic design of controllers using the TTECTrA tool.
With the controller architecture chosen, and the engine model integrated with the TTECTrA tool, the next step is to use TTECTrA to automatically design the closed loop controller. The first step of this design process is to capture the steady-state performance of the system and use this data to design the gain scheduled set point controller (PI gains as a function NlR and ambient conditions). Because this involves a steady-state characterization of the system, the VAFN dynamics are ignored for this step, meaning the VAFN area is adjusted to always operate on its intended opline (r-line of 2.0). These set point controller gains are calculated in TTECTrA using MATLAB's pidtune function based on a piecewise linear model provided by NPSS, which is a function of thrust and operating conditions. The gains are calculated for each point based on a bandwidth and phase margin requirements of 1.1 radians/second and 60 degrees, respectively. Min Limiter]
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In the next step, the acceleration limiter is found using a process similar to that in the original version of TTECTrA. The limiter is designed for a maximum T40 and a minimum HPC surge margin achieved during the acceleration. The maximum Wf/Ps3 schedule is then computed by TTECTrA from data obtained by running open-loop Wf ramp-up profiles to calculate the transition time from one operating point to the other without exceeding these limits. Using a binary search process, TTECTrA finds the fastest Wf/Ps3 acceleration curves that can be achieved without violating the transient limits when starting from several different initial power levels. The deceleration limiter is designed for an LPC surge margin and minimum fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) . This open-loop Wf is ramped down until the engine reaches any one of its deceleration design limits (minimum FAR or LPC surge margin). The minimum Wf/Ps3 limit value is chosen to be the Wf/Ps3 value obtained when the engine reaches this design limit. In the final step, the simulation is run in closed-loop and the IWP gain is tuned to ensure that the limiters can protect the engine and still provide the necessary dynamic response.
V. Dynamic Analysis
The first step in the dynamic analysis process is to analyze the dynamic performance of the closed-loop control system. This engine model is rated for 29,000 lbf thrust at SLS conditions on a standard day (59 °F air temperature). The modified TTECTrA tool is used to automatically design the closed-loop controller, including limit logic, to meet the following steady-state and transient constraints:
 maximum HPT inlet temperature of 3400 °R  maximum FAR of 0.06  minimum FAR of 0.012  minimum HPC surge margin of 14% (transient)  minimum LPC surge margin of 10% (transient)  set point controller bandwidth 1.1 radians per second. Once the controller is designed and saved, the VAFN SMA dynamics were integrated with the engine model. Since this is a preliminary study, a simple model is used, consisting of a linear first order filter with a bandwidth of 0.09 radians per second, which has a time response of approximately 45 seconds for both opening and closing of the nozzle area. This was considered to be a conservative estimate for the response times of SMAs.
A. Dynamic VAFN Analysis
This subsection describes some of the issues associated with controlling an engine with a slow SMA-based VAFN, including challenges meeting the 5 second performance requirement. In order to highlight these issues, transient simulations with accel and decel step commands (15% to 100%, and 100% to 15% rated SLS thrust respectively) were run with the closed-loop system described in Section III, both with and without the VAFN actuator dynamics. Figure 6 shows the net thrust, HPC surge margin (SM), and T40 during the accel and the decel portions of the simulation. This figure shows that, when running with the closed-loop controller, the transient response of these variables is substantially the same when running with or without the VAFN dynamics. This suggests that the VAFN dynamics do not significantly affect thrust, HPC surge margin, and T40. Figure 7 shows fan and LPC surge margin, as well as the VAFN scheduled command signal and the actuator response for both tests (with and without the VAFN dynamics). This figure shows that the minimum fan surge margin is significantly lower (about 10% absolute surge margin units) during a decel with the slow VAFN dynamics compared to without the dynamics. This is because the slow VAFN is not able to open up to its steady-state low-power area quickly enough to keep the fan from moving towards the surge line during the decel. The LPC surge margin is not significantly affected by the slow dynamics. The most significant fact shown in Figure 7 is that, as one may expect, the slow VAFN actuator causes the fan surge margin to suffer during decel transients. This occurs because a slow VAFN will not be able to quickly open up its area during the decel to relieve backpressure on the fan and reduce its surge margin. Figure 8 shows the fuel flow, and low and high pressure shaft speeds. It indicates that, during an accel, the fuel flow and low pressure shaft speed (and to a lesser degree, high pressure shaft speed) must overshoot their final steadystate values in order to quickly reach the desired thrust setpoint with slow VAFN dynamics. The slow dynamic response causes the VAFN to not be able to completely close to its scheduled high-power area until significantly after the accel transient. This means that the VAFN will respond with a larger than commanded area during the accel, and this larger area will require the engine to run with a higher fan speed to achieve the same thrust. This illustrates a challenge associated with meeting the 5 second thrust response requirement with slow VAFN dynamics. Namely, either the VAFN must be fast enough to travel to its commanded value during a 5 second accel, so that the rated thrust can be achieved when running to the nominal max power Wf, or otherwise, the controller must compensate and issue a greater than nominal Wf command during the accel to reach the rated thrust with the larger than nominal nozzle area caused by the slow dynamics.
Further, if the controller is constructed so that it runs a higher fan speed to compensate for a larger than scheduled VAFN due to the slow actuator, care must be taken to ensure that running these larger than nominal fan speeds does not mean violating maximum component speed safety limits. Note that if the slow VAFN requires the fan to run at a certain percent speed above its steady-state maximum to meet performance requirements, this may indirectly place constraints on component design, as the other components on the low pressure shaft or fan shaft must also be able to safely run at this higher than nominal speed. Figure 9 shows how the fan, LPC, and HPC behave on their respective performance maps with the slow VAFN dynamics (dash-dotted green line) and without the VAFN dynamics (solid blue line). The trajectory of the HPC on its map is not significantly affected by the VAFN dynamics. The LPC trajectory is only affected in that the LPC runs to a higher corrected speed (the direction of the LPC map trajectory or its deviation from the op-line do not significantly change). This happens because the controller drives the fan and low pressure shafts to higher speeds to achieve the target thrust, given that the slow VAFN runs with a larger than scheduled area during the accel. These facts about the effect of the VAFN on the LPC and HPC suggest that, as expected, the VAFN does not significantly affect the core compression system. However, the slow dynamics cause the fan to travel far to the right on the map during accels, and closer to the surge line on the left during decels, whereas, with instantaneous VAFN dynamics, the fan essentially follows its steady-state op-line with a small amount of deviation during transients. The results shown in Figure 6Figure 9 indicate that a slow VAFN will compromise fan surge margin during fast decels. This is not a significant issue for normal transient operation, because a deceleration schedule could be designed to ensure that the engine decelerates slowly enough so that the fan speed matches the transient VAFN area. This is possible because there are no deceleration performance requirements mandated by commercial aviation authorities, and no other reasons dictating that an engine be able to perform a snap decel in a given period of time. Further, in order to be able to meet the 5 second accel performance requirement with a slow VAFN, the closed-loop system must be able to safely run at a higher than steady-state fan speed until the VAFN reaches its final commanded value. This means that the engine components must be designed to operate at these maximum speeds during transients. The remainder of this paper assumes that the maximum speed values that the closed-loop GTF system runs to are not problematic.
B. VAFN Analysis at Idle
The NASA GTF reports a VAFN area of 16500 sq. in at SLS, low power (9% of the 29000 lbf rated Fn), and area of 6200 sq. in at SLS max power (100% rated Fn). The normalized change in area is approximately 62%, while other designs 8 report about 25%. This larger than typical change is caused by the fact that this VAFN is designed to make the fan component operate on a particular op-line (r-line = 2.0), requiring significantly different bypass areas between low and high power operation. The VAFN can adversely affect fan surge margin at idle, because the fan back pressure increases if the nozzle area is too small when operating near idle. This increased back pressure causes an increase in pressure ratio across the fan tip, reducing the surge margin and potentially stalling the fan. For high power operation, if the nozzle area is too large, the fan chokes and the airflow saturates because the nozzle is no longer restrictive enough to generate sufficient back pressure for the fan to be in its normal operating area (between the surge and choke regions). 18 The VAFN schedule must be designed to avoid these phenomena. When including the slow SMA dynamics, the actual VAFN area lags behind its commanded value significantly during transient operation and the fan deviates from the desired op-line (r-line = 2.0). Because of the slow actuator dynamics, the VAFN only achieves about 1/3 of its travel toward the commanded value five seconds after the start of a given transient as shown in Figure 7 . During engine accelerations, the off-nominal VAFN can cause the fan to venture into the choked region at the bottom right of its performance map as shown in the slow actuator fan map data in Figure 9 . Note that the data shown in these figure runs the engine to 15% rated Fn for the low power condition part of the test. In cases where the engine is run to significantly lower power levels (> 12% Fn), the fan runs off of the map to the right and fails to converge, because the VAFN area is too large during the acceleration transient.
In order to prevent the fan from operating near the choked region (bottom right) of the map during accelerations starting from very low power, the VAFN area at low speed was reduced. The new VAFN schedule produced by constraining the maximum VAFN area (at low speed) is shown with the original schedule in Figure 10 . The opline (steady-state) obtained by running with the modified VAFN schedule is shown with a pink dotted line in Figure 11 , and can be compared to the solid blue line showing the nominal op-line in the same figure. This data shows that the modified VAFN area schedule pushes the fan op-line slightly away from r-line of 2.0 and towards the surge line in the idle region (bottom left). This small shift of the op-line on the map towards surge results in a reduction of about 2% steady-state surge margin at a power level of 15% of the max takeoff thrust of 29,000 lbf. However, the change eliminates issues with the fan going off its map. As shown in Figure 10 , the VAFN area varies by approximately 40% in to the modified schedule, comparing the nozzle areas specified at the maximum NlR value to that specified at the minimum NlR value in the schedule. This range is closer to what has been demonstrated in literature than the original nozzle area variation of 62%. 8 The modified schedule results in the VAFN starting closer to its final value during an acceleration transient. This means that the nozzle will operate closer to its nominal area during the acceleration and will thus require less additional fuel or low pressure shaft speed to reach the target thrust.
The effect of the area change on transient performance was tested by running the same open-loop Wf acceleration profile with both VAFN schedules. Running with the modified schedule causes a reduction in minimum fan surge margin of 0.2% compared to the nominal schedule but eliminates issues with going off of the fan map during accelerations. The VAFN area at the higher power levels remained the same for both schedules, and thus the VAFN area during decelerations is almost the same with both schedules. Other changes observed when switching to the modified schedule include a reduction in max T40 of 40 °R, a reduction in maximum Nl of 500 rpm, and a reduction in response time (an improvement) of 0.5 seconds. These results suggest that with the exception of a slight reduction in fan surge margin, the changed schedule generally improves performance and operability margins. Given this conclusion, the modified schedule was used for the remainder of this work.
C. Dynamic Systems Analysis
With a satisfactory baseline closed-loop controller design, control parameters can be varied to assess tradeoffs between various design quantities, mainly between dynamic performance and operability margins. Specifically, analysis of the relationship between the ability to meet the FAA 5-second requirement and the remaining, or minimum, surge margin during transients may identify possible design improvements.
To characterize the tradeoff between performance and operability for this N+3 GTF engine, the Wf/Ps3-based acceleration limiter was designed to protect 8 different HPC surge margin limits. The acceleration response time versus minimum HPC surge margin trend is plotted in Figure 12 , with blue crosses representing each of the 8 controller designs.
Observing this figure, the acceleration limiter solution that just meets the response time requirement has a minimum surge margin close to 23% (indicated with the vertical, solid purple line in Figure 12 ). Given that the minimum steady-state HPC surge margin is about 24.3% (vertical dotted blue line), the minimum transient stack needed to just meet the time requirement is about 1.3% (thin, solid orange arrow in the bottom right of the figure) . Further, given a value for the uncertainty stack of 11% (vertical, green dashed line), the excess amount of transient stack in this engine design is, at most, 12% (dashed orange arrow). Note that since the steady-state HPC surge margin is 24.3%, and the uncertainty stack is assumed to be 11%, the size of the transient stack built into the engine design can be computed as the difference of the two, or 13.3%.
Note that this analysis was performed using the nominal engine, and the effects of engine health parameter and other uncertainties were not captured. Further, this analysis was performed at SLS, standard day temperature, and does not capture the effect of differing ambient conditions. This means this study will give an approximate, optimistic figure for how much transient stack is needed. Therefore, instead of a value of 1.3%, a revised transient stack of 5% should provide this kind of engine plenty of margin for transients, given an appropriate controller design, and will still reduce the transient stack by more than half. The recommendation based on a transient stack of 5% would be to consider engine design solutions with a steady-state HPC surge margin of as low as 16% (the uncertainty stack value of 11%, plus the revised transient stack value of 5%). If the HPC surge margin constraint was a limiting factor for fuel efficiency in this design, it is likely that better engine design solutions may be found if the design process is performed again with the revised 16% steady-state HPC surge margin constraint.
VI. Conclusions
The study described in this work shows that the NASA geared turbofan (GTF) with the variable area fan nozzle (VAFN) concept is theoretically feasible, but the concept and especially its shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator present novel challenges. This work shows that, during rapid accelerations, the proposed area range and slow dynamics of the SMA-based VAFN actuator both have a significant impact on system performance and operability. This study shows that trying to accelerate the engine quickly, from idle to takeoff power, was problematic and caused the fan component to operate in or near the choked region. Reducing the fan nozzle area near idle power, from 16500 to 9000 sq. in, allowed the engine to accelerate and also maintain the desired fuel burn rates achieved at cruise. The dynamic analysis carried out indicates that the engine has significantly more high pressure compressor (HPC) surge margin (as much as 12% excess) than is necessary to meet the 5 s acceleration response time requirement for takeoff. This suggests that the engine's steady-state HPC surge margin constraint used for the engine design could be reduced, which potentially can result in significant efficiency improvements.
